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In an age of magical technology, there’s a different kind of
magic that comes from digging some clay, stomping it into
a paste and building a backyard oven that turns out perfect
pizza just like your ancestors used to make.
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OVEN, WHICH HE MADE
HIMSELF, LARGELY WITH
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ne of my favourite conversational
gambits is to mention, just in passing, that a few years ago I built an
oven.
“You built an oven?” the person will say, and I can see them processing, trying to determine whether that’s even possible,
knowing what they know about me. Their eyes
narrow as they attempt to picture me with some
sheet metal and assorted components and tools,
maybe some gas-fitting stuff. “This guy?” they
think.
“A bread oven,” I say. “Or pizza. It’s really
good for pizza. It’s in my backyard.”
And then they get it. “Like a forno?”
Now, I’m no expert on Italian, but from
what I understand, the word “forno” translates
as “oven.” So, it’s as if you were telling me about
your new fridge and I said, “Wait. Hold on a
sec. You mean like a frigorifero?”1 For whatever
reason, saying the Italian word for oven helps
people understand what I’m talking about.

But I’m almost certain what they’re imagining
is quite different from the one I built. I suspect
they’re envisioning an oven built of brick—perhaps rustic, possibly elegant, with a chimney
and a cast-iron door—or maybe one of the
backyard-oven kits you can buy for thousands
of dollars that require some minor assembly.
That’s not what I built… not at all.
But I say, “Yup. Like a forno.”
And then, in the interest of full disclosure,
I say, “It’s an earth oven, actually. Built from
scratch out of clay I dug myself. And sand. And
some straw. Oh, and some old wine bottles. Cost
about $50 and a few weekends’ worth of work.”
And now I can see them thinking: “Straw?
Wine bottles?”
As I say, it’s a good conversation starter.
It’s also a good thing to have in your yard if
you like entertaining, think cooking with a live
fire is fun, enjoy old-timey2 engineering projects
and don’t mind taking on the white-elephant
challenges associated with keeping an important

1. Italian for refrigerator.
2. Think Bronze Age or Iron Age. People have been using ovens like these for thousands of years.
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piece of mud architecture from disintegrating when
it rains or snows.
The thing about an earth oven is that it is seriously old-school technology—like, ancient. It’s
made from stuff that nearly any and every culture
around the world has access to. The raw materials
are effectively free, it’s simple and quick to make and
maintain, it works like a charm, and when it does
finally crack and fall down (which it will), you can
mix the broken pieces with a little water, stomp it
into a paste and use the resulting mess to build—
guess what?—another oven. Try doing that with a
smart phone.
Let’s face it: we live in an age of magic. We are
surrounded by miraculous technologies that have
become so pervasive and commonplace that not
only do we not really understand or appreciate
them, we often don’t even notice them anymore.3
We know that they work and we know how to operate them, but we don’t really know how they work.
That’s why I think folks look perplexed when I tell
them about my oven. They’re thinking of the oven
in their kitchen, which probably has a computer in
it, like everything else these days. It’s like claiming
that I built an iPhone out of chewed gum.
But when you build something simple, clever
and functional with your own hands—something
that your great grandparents, or maybe even their
grandparents, might have used in their daily lives—
something that is a foundry for really, really good
food and a magnet for family and friends, well, that
seems like a kind of magic, too.
A few years ago I got into baking bread in a
big way.4 Bread is another magical, old-fashioned,
hands-on activity that nearly everyone knew how
to do a couple generations ago, but few people do
now. When you get all artisanal about it, as I did,
you quickly start hearing about the joys of baking in
a wood-fired oven.
My bread hero, Chad Robertson, basically lived
the bread-head dream, learning baking at the hands
of masters, apprenticing in France and then settling
in Northern California where he built a bakery
with an attached wood-fired oven. Such ovens are
special, particularly when it comes to bread. Hot,
steamy and really good for that final rise as the heat
soaks into the dough, they’re known as oven spring.
As soon as I heard that, I started dreaming about a

backyard oven of my very own.
Alas, a little research quickly showed that I
was out of my league and well beyond my limited
budget. Oven kits are expensive and the only other
option I was aware of was a custom-built brick oven,
which would require the hiring of some old-country
mason to build. This was a hobby, not something I
wanted to take out a second mortgage for. Then I
started hearing about earth ovens.
What Chad Robertson is to bread, Kiko Denzer
is to building ovens. He’s a mud Michelangelo, a
Johnny Appleseed of clay-oven construction and the
author of, among other diverse titles, the supremely
helpful how-to guide Build Your Own Earth Oven. But
even with Denzer’s book in hand, I still didn’t have
the guts to take the leap until, in the summer of
2010, I took the sweetest workshop in the history of
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experiential learning: Learn to Build a Wood-fired
Cob5 Oven, offered by Calgary-based Dirt Craft
Natural Building.
Over the course of a single day a group of about
a dozen of us—from retired oil execs to heavily tattooed alternative types, back-to-the-landers and romantics like me—converged on a Bridgeland backyard to participate in and absorb the ancient and
decidedly low-tech but clever wisdom of the “oven
raising.”
I can only imagine what the neighbours thought
when this diverse gaggle of strangers showed up and
started doing odd, yet weirdly industrious non-adulttype stuff just on the other side of the fence.

To wit: a significant part of the day consisted of
us “stomping the cob,” wherein groups of us would
ditch our shoes and socks, roll up our pants and
rhythmically and enthusiastically tromp around in
tight formation on a batch of mud piled on a tarp
while others sprinkled straw into the mix. Occasionally, we would stop and assess the consistency of this
ur-concrete and then, if it was deemed ready, a team
would begin forming cobs and ferrying them across
the yard to where the oven was taking shape, slowly
rising, one ring of straw-furred mud-pies at a time,
around a carefully sculpted dome of sand.
When we weren’t dancing in the muck or blapping gopher-sized cobs into place, we were engaged
in the tactilely thrilling and deeply gratifying activity of squishing damp, just-dug clay through chicken-wire to sift out stones, shovelling sand, lugging
water, sharing food and generally observing and
feeling proud to be a part of these goings-on. What
struck me through it all wasn’t just the cool exemplar
of ancient technology that we were building; it was
that we were doing it together, everyone pitching in
and really having a hell of a good time.
At the end of the day, after we shook each other’s
gritty hands, we stood in the long-shadowed light
and admired what we had built. It was both ugly
and sweet at the same time; organic and graceful
of shape but boasting a scraggly halo of straw, like
something that would almost, but not quite, make
the cut for backgrounds in the Shire scenes from Lord
of the Rings. Aggressively quaint. Perhaps something
you’d find in a Hobbiton slum.
Let’s do it, I thought. We need one of these. So,
we build.
Well, as it turns out, considerations not immediately apparent when you are beavering away in a
frenzy of communal construction on someone else’s
property become obvious when you are looking at
your own backyard. First of all, there’s where to locate your two-tonne, fire-breathing clay baby. The
bylaws are pretty clear about how close such things
can be placed to property lines and permanent
structures. You want it to be safe and legal, but also
convenient and central so that it can be a hub for
cooking and entertaining. And you should also consider prevailing winds and weather patterns so that
you don’t smoke out the neighbours every time you
want to fire up some pizzas.6

3. Case in point: a few weeks back I had a conference call on my cell, while sharing the desktop of someone else’s computer in another country, while on my laptop, all while sitting in the passenger seat of our car travelling along the highway at 110 km/h. Forget the computer and phone for a second; the car alone is amazing technology.
4. See: “The Church of Crust & Crumb,” Swerve, Oct 15, 2010. Read it here: bit.ly/1n5gl0c
5. Cob is, essentially, another word for adobe. You mix clay, sand and some straw for structure and tensile strength (it acts like rebar), but rather than making sun-dried bricks, you form it into
baked-potato-sized “cobs” that you pile and tamp into place while they’re wet.
6. We try to offset the occasional plume of smoke drifting over the fence by periodically presenting our nearest neighbours with a pizza or bread or whatever is coming out of the oven.
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BUILDING THE
COB OVEN WAS A
COMMUNAL EFFORT,
FITTING  BECAUSE
ENJOYING THE FOOD
COOKING IN IT TENDS
TO BE COMMUNAL AS
WELL. WRITER RUSS
PETERS BUILT THE
OVEN WITH A MIND
TOWARD BAKING THE
PERFECT BREAD, WHICH
REQUIRES A HOT OVEN
VACANT OF ASHES AND
FLAME, BUT QUICK AND
DELICIOUS PIZZA IS ITS
MOTHER TONGUE.

IT TAKES HOURS TO
BRING THE WOODBURNING OVEN TO THE
PROPER TEMPERATURE,
BUT ONCE IT’S RIGHT, IT
CAN DELIVER FOOD FOR
HOURS. VEGETABLES
CAN BE ROASTED RIGHT
ON THE ASHES, AND
PIZZA WITH THE
SIMPLEST OF TOPPINGS
IS COOKED IN
MINUTES. WHETHER
IT’S THE FOOD OR THE
CONVERSATION PIECE,
THE OVEN TENDS TO
DRAW A CROWD.

Then there are the raw materials. To hear ol’
Kiko tell it, any patch of ground within cat-swinging
radius will yield up a rich harvest of suitable clay.
And this is Calgary, after all. Pick nearly any random spot and push a shovel more than three inches
into the ground and you’ll encounter the seemingly
inevitable bed of our local Dijon-yellow/grey clay
that is the scourge of would-be gardeners. Except,
irony of ironies, our home happens to be located on
a raised lot, which meant we actually had to find clay
elsewhere and go through the effort of importing it
onto our property.7
For me this involved a lot of slow-speed cruising
past construction sites, longingly gazing at spoil piles
of really miserable grey dirt thinking “That material
looks promising. Perhaps I’ll see if I can grab a pailful and see how it performs.”
Of course, you can’t simply help yourself. Clay
is something that nearly everyone has and no one
really wants or cares about. As a result, it should be
free for the taking, but that fact, weirdly, makes it
harder to get. Because, face it, a stranger asking if
he can dig some clay from your yard or garden is so
obviously absurd that it has to be some kind of con,
right? (Picture an earnest stranger, garden trowel
and bucket in his hands, dented minivan parked in
the background, standing on your doorstep with a
cockamamie story about how he’s building an oven
and would like to, if it’s OK with you, borrow some
clay. He’ll clean up after himself. Won’t make a mess.
He’ll even bring in some topsoil if you want. “Uh
huh,” you’d think, setting your jaw and folding your
arms protectively. “I’ve seen this before. It’s the old
clay-oven scam. First it’s a few shovels of dirt, then
this character will be asking to drink from the hose.
Next thing, my lawn furniture starts disappearing
and soon he’s stolen the kids’ inheritance. No sir.”)
Luckily, one of my fellow cobbers from the workshop came to the rescue, having unearthed a nice
bed of clay while excavating the foundation for an
addition to his home. “Take as much as you want,”
he said, understanding but bemused.
The finished product, if something so humble
and provisional can be said to be either finished or
a product at all, bears the imprint, woven through7.

out its considerable bulk, of my hands (and feet) and
those of my family too, as they helped to build it. Its
foundation, like all good foundations, is constructed
of history: enclosing the broken remains of a firepit
that our neighbours built decades ago, and around
which we roasted marshmallows when I was small.
Likewise, the subfloor of the oven contains a layer of
empty wine bottles as insulation, many of which feature the handmade labels my father glued to them,
showcasing the home-brewed berry wine for which
he was (in)famous.
Four years in, our oven’s once-smooth dome
boasts a major crack as a result of repeated thermal
expansion from heating the interior up to an impressive 800-900 F.8 While you might think this is alarming, Mr. Denzer, perennially reassuring font of all
ovenly knowledge, says this is not only normal, but
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t may not be easy or
pretty, but it is elegant in
its own rustic way.

that the observant baker can gauge the temperature
of the oven by the behaviour of the cracks, which
get wider as the oven comes up to temperature.9 10
He also admits that at a certain point the cracks will
get to be too big, and that’s when you knock down
the dome and build again.
The rustic and blackened brick arch, a portal for
batches of bread, dozens of meals and more than
100 pizzas so far, is not as structurally sound as I’d
like. As well, the finishing layer of fine clay, tinted
yellow and decorated to look like a beehive (complete with adorable clay bees), that my wife Suzanne
and I applied a couple of years ago has partially
washed away due to my half-assed efforts to winterize it (thanks a lot, tarp-with-hole) last year.
No matter. For all its flaws, it’s still a good oven.
More than a good oven, in fact. A great one.
No, you can’t push a button and walk away while

it heats up. Nor is it easy or quick to use. Company
coming for dinner at 6 p.m.? You’ll want to light the
fire by mid-afternoon. Assuming you manage it well
(and the wind is co-operating), a couple hours later
the oven will be nicely heated and you can get away
with tossing in a couple chunks of wood every 15
or 20 minutes. This leaves you free to do your lastminute food prep—roasting peppers and eggplants
on coals in the mouth of the oven and such. Of
course, if things don’t go well, when your guests arrive they may also find you soot-stained and singed,
waving away smoke, pumping your fireplace bellows
and wondering aloud if you should order Chinese
food instead. It might not be easy or pretty, but it is
elegant in its own rustic way.
And here’s the other thing: in the kitchen, who
really cares about the oven? Is it on? Good. Did the
timer just beep? I guess the food is ready. Whatever.
Let’s eat. Boring. But out here where the flames are?
Drama. We orient the table under a gazebo so that
everyone can see the oven. It’s as though Winston
Churchill is the guest of honour and keynote speaker: fascinating, round-headed, overheated and puffing smoke.
While we initially built the oven with bread in
mind, pizza is really its mother tongue. Slide a round
of soft dough topped with whatever you want—bocconcini, peppers, shaved asparagus, pears, gorgonzola—onto the firebrick and less than two minutes
later you’re eating. Wait any longer—not that you
could, and not that you’d want to—and it will burn.
In the twilight, we make five, eight, 10 more pizzas, assembling them at the table and slipping them
one by one into the heat, where each one rises, blisters and browns before our eyes, backlit against the
slow tongues of flame that trail up and along the
roof of the oven.
And we eat.
Here is the magic again. An older magic than
the blue glow of screens, panels and digits. Here is
the magic of elements that our ancestors knew and
worked: earth and fire, water and air.
Here, together in the dark now, our faces turned
towards faint constellations of embers in a cooling
hearth, is a magic we know in our bones. S

Roughly equivalent, in terms of how much sense it makes, to starting your own landfill or collecting used tires.

8. It might be super hot inside, but the outside of the oven, on the other side of a foot-thick rampart of solid cob, never gets more than pleasantly warm, and it stays that way for days. Nice to
lean against on a chilly evening.
9. The irony is not lost on me that I can conveniently determine exactly what temperature our brand-new oven is at by looking at its easy-to-read digital display.
10. If you are baking bread, which requires you to remove the fire and ashes from the cooking chamber so that you can close and seal the door, here are two other recommended and—amazingly—
totally straight-faced ways to gauge the temperature: (1) throw a pinch of flour in. If it bursts into flame or starts smoking right away, the oven is too hot. If it starts to turn brown within 15 to
20 seconds, then you’re ready to bake; (2) Extend your closed fist into the interior of the oven and count how long you can keep it there before the self-preservation instinct kicks in. If you can
stand it for about five seconds, then it’s time to put the bread in.  
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